Lord of the Flies Quote Embedding Practice

Name:

Quote Embedding Method

Reminders:
- **Method One:** Subject + Present Tense Action Verb, "Quote" (Golding #).
- **Method Two:** Independent Clause: "Quote" (Golding #).
- **Method Three:** Embedding in natural syntax (Golding #).

When Quoting Dialogue OR Narration ONLY: Use only the standard double quote marks at the beginning and end of the quoted material.

**Original Quote (Narration Only):** “Ralph wept for the end of innocence.” – Page 39
**Embedded Quote:** Golding explains, “Ralph wept for the end of innocence” (Golding 202).

**Original Quote (Dialogue Only):** “There aren’t any grownups. We shall have to look after ourselves.” – Page 33.
**Embedded Quote:** Ralph says, “There aren’t any grownups. We shall have to look after ourselves” (Golding 33).

In each sentence below choose a method of quote embedding for the following quotes and combine the original quotation with the analysis provided. Insert the proper quote embedding marks and punctuation in each sentence. **You must also insert the correct citation for each quote.** The quoted material is listed in bold, and the page numbers are provided for reference.

1. Golding describes Jack’s transformation from civilization to savagery **He tried to convey the compulsion to track down and kill all that was swallowing him up**

   - Page 51

2. In chapter four, Golding indicates that the face paint makes Jack feel **The mask was a thing... behind which Jack hid, liberated from shame and self-consciousness**

   - Page 71

3. In describing the end of civilization, Golding writes **the conch exploded into a thousand white fragments and ceased to exist**

   - Page 181
4. The Lord of the flies confirms Simon’s belief that they are the beast **Fancy thinking the Beast was something you could hunt and kill!**

- Page 143

5. When meeting the naval officer, Ralph realizes that, although he is saved from death on the island, he will never be the same. **And in the middle of them, with filthy body, matted hair, and unwiped nose, Ralph wept for the end of innocence, the darkness of man’s heart, and the fall through the air of the true, wise friend called Piggy**

- Page 202

Embed the following quote using any one of the three methods allowed (look up the quote on page 91 for context):

**Original Quote:** “What are we? Humans? Or animals? Or savages? What’s grownups going to think?” (page 91)

**Embedded Quote:**